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Abstract

Our aim in this paper is to merge the traditional literature on the
determinant of success of special interest with the new political economy
of international union. We study how the creation of such international
arrangement can a¤ect the ability of a group to in�uence decision-maker
in its favor. We �rst create a political economy model of allocation of
public spending among di¤erent interests in the society. We then apply it
to an environment of International Union, which is viewed as a delegation
process of a set of targeted public goods from national to a union-level of
decision. We show that political integration leads to a sub-optimal allo-
cation of public resources. Distortions appear because delegated groups
can be favored at the expense of other interests in the society. In other
words, the constitution of an international union per se can be viewed as
a determinant of success of special interest politics. Our paper provides
a theoretical framework dedicated to explain the underlying mechanism
under this outcome. In order to test for the robustness of these results we
also consider alternative group behaviour and decision making rules.
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1 Introduction

Last December, European Union leaders eventually set the next �nancial frame-
work for the period 2007-2013. Shortly after the French and Dutch rejection
of the EU constitution, the June 2005 summit opened a grand discussion "for
the future of Europe". Unfortunately, six month latter the agreement painfully
reached appears more like a statu quo decision and for sure did not vanish critics
on the allocation of EU spending. Among many reasons, economists tend to
conclude that the EU budget is highly sub-optimal (for instance the Sapir Re-
port [20] in 2003 described it as an "historical relic"). Particularly, the fact that
42% of EU spending are allocated to agricultural policy brings many protests
(besides, this �gure is not expected to decrease until 20131). Agricultural policy
was included in the Rome treaty, in a time when security of food supply was not
assured and agricultural share of total employment accounted for 20 to 30% in
rural countries of EU-6 (Zobbe, 2001 [22]) it was therefore mainly viewed as a
common public good. Almost 50 years later agriculture represents only 3.8% of
total EU-15 unemployment (and less that 2% of total GDP) and appears more
like a "very successful special interest" (inequality in the distribution of CAP
bene�ts among di¤erent activities but also among member states reinforce this
view). If numerous contributions exist on the political economy of agricultural
protection (for an extensive review see De Gorter & Swinner, 2002 [6]) this lit-
erature fails to emphasize the role supra-national arrangement can play on the
issue of special interest politics.
How to deal with special interests in a political union belongs to the realm

on what we would call today an issue of "good governance" but it is in fact a
traditional question. Back in 1787 and a (successful this one!) constitutional
process, founding fathers of the United States of America asked a somewhat
similar question in the Federalist Papers.2 More than 200 years ago, Madison
addressed the issue of "faction" which was a major concern for the thirteen
states of the new union:

"The smaller the society, the fewer probably will be the distinct
parties and interests composing it; the fewer the distinct parties and
interests, the more frequently will a majority be found of the same
party; and the smaller the number of individuals composing a ma-
jority, and the smaller the compass within which they are placed,
the more easily will they concert and execute their plans of oppres-
sion.(...) The in�uence of factious leaders may kindle a �ame within

1Non negotiation of the CAP was guaranteed by the Franco-German agreement in 2002.
On December 2005 a lowering of the well-know British "rebate" was obtained under the
promise of a review of CAP spending from 2008. But many believe that, partly because of
enlargement, such renegotiation is not likely to happen until 2013 anyway (see the economist
December 24th-January 6th).

2Federalist papers were written by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay
during the years 1787-1788 for the people of New York to gain support for the proposed US
constitution.
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their particular States, but will be unable to spread a general con�a-
gration through the other States (...)" (Federalist paper #10)

As a fervent partisan of the federal power, Madison believed that higher
degrees of political integration could reduce the ability of in�uent minorities
to gain success at the expense of other interests in the society. Inconsistency
between the Madisonian view and the current situation of the EU described
before shows that the link between special interests and political integration is
not clear-cut and has to be investigated more deeply. We thus propose in this
paper a theoretical framework in order to study this relationship.

Our work relies manifestly on the traditional literature of special interest
politics. Olson (1965 [15]) and latter Becker (1983 [4]) seminal works shed light
on the ability of well organized groups to attract a larger fraction of common
public resources at the expense of other interests. New political economy o¤ers
also greater insight on this issue. Common agency models à la Grossman &
Helpman (2001;1996 [11, 6]) have been used to solve public policy issues (see
for instance Persson, 1998 [16]). But groups are also able to in�uence non-
benevolent policy makers through elections: Lindbeck & Weibull (1987 [14]),
Dixit & Londregan (1996 [7]) and then Persson & Tabellini (2000 [17]) have
popularized models of electoral competition. Although very useful, these analy-
sis present the common drawback to be run in a uni�ed framework (such as
a single country) and therefore fail to take into account the role international
union plays on the determinants of success of special interests.

Economic literature de�nes an international union as a group of countries
deciding together on the provision of one or several public goods (see for instance
pioneering work 3 by Alesina & al., 2005[1]). This broad de�nition is convenient
to consider a large set of international arrangements such as monetary unions,
regional trade agreements or custom unions. It traditionally assumes that pub-
lic policies centralized to a supra-national level are common interests. To our
knowledge only Ruta (2003 [19]) presents an analysis where special interest are
concerned by political integration. One drawback of this analysis is that the cre-
ation of an international union entails an extreme distribution of public tasks
so that only the alternative "no integration versus full integration" is consid-
ered. Our analysis takes place between these two polar cases and presents two
advantages: it is more realistic and enables us to allow for di¤erent degrees of
political integration.

Our aim is to merge traditional literature of special interest politics with
the new political economy of international union. The basic intuition is that

3"Pioneering" in a sense that, so far, economic analysis usually addressed this issue with
a "specialized" viewpoint depending on which kind of public policy was centralized. Alesina
& al. were the �rst to provide a global and uni�ed analysis of political unions.
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the delegation of a special interest to a supra-national (or union) level can have
consequences on its ability of in�uence decision maker. We �rst build in section
2 a basic issue of public �nance displaying a con�ict between di¤erent special
interests and a common interest in the society. Special interests are introduced
through targeted public goods. We introduce international union as a delega-
tion process of a set of targeted public goods from national to the union level.
We derive in section 3 our normative analysis both in a single country case
and in the environment of an international union. We introduce politics and
non-benevolent decision making in section 4. In order to display "traditional"
determinant of success of special interest politics we keep the analysis in a single
country case. Resolution of our political game relies on a modi�ed version of
Persson & Tabellini (2000 [17]) workhouse model of electoral competition. We
apply this model in an international union in section 5. Section 6 presents some
extensions of the model in order to test for the robustness of our results. Sec-
tion 7 concludes. Our analysis displays a rather "anti-Madisonian argument"
and shows that delegating some special interests to the union level can favor
them. The underlying mechanism explaining this fact is exposed throughout
the paper.

2 A simple public �nance issue

In this section we present a public �nance issue as simple as we can. Public
decision is multi-dimensional and is based on the repartition of public ressources
between di¤erent interests in the society. We then build a model of international
union and analyze our public issue in this more complicated framework.

2.1 Microeconomics foundations in a single country

There are K + 1 di¤erent groups in the society. One of these groups (we call
it group G) is composed by individuals without special interest. Their utility
function is such as:

WG = y � � +H (G) (1)

This function is traditional in political economy literature: utility depends
on a perfect substitutability between public and private consumption. (y � �)
represents income after (lump-sum) tax. We do not assume inequality in term
of private consumption so these two variables are exogenous and common for
everybody in the society. G represents public spending for a composite global
public good. It could be viewed as a bundle of global public needs such as
education, justice or health care. It is provided to all individual in the single
country. H(G) represents utility derived from public consumption. Function
H(:) is both increasing (HG(:) > 0) and concave (HGG(:) < 0) with G. In
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order to render our results as independent as possible from saturation for public
consumption we assume that the degree of concavity of H(:) is not too high.4

OtherK groups in the society are special interests. Representative individual
of group k (k = 1; :::;K) has the following utility function:

W k = y � � +H (G) + F
�
gk
�

(2)

Public consumption not only depends on the satisfaction of global public
need. gk describes public spending targeted only to individuals belonging to
group k. Club goods, regional public goods as well as targeted transfers can
�t into this category. We can therefore view F (gk) as utility derived from
special interest public consumption. Function F (:) properties are similar to
H(:), including restriction on the degree of concavity.

Our public �nance issue takes place after collection of public resources so
that taxation rate � is not a public policy variable in our model (in other world,
we focus on the allocation of "already given" public revenues). When country
size (in term of population) is equal to N , public budget constraint can thus be
written:

KX
k=1

gk +G = N� (3)

In this simple framework (a single country or jurisdiction) public policy
decision hasK+1 dimensions and can be summarized to the choice an allocation
vector g such as: g =

�
G; g1; :::; gK

�
.

2.2 Group fragmentation in a single country

We call fragmentation the repartition of individuals among all the K+1 groups
in the society. This can be illustrated by a Hotelling segment where all individ-
uals from the same group are clustered together.

4More precisely, the relative index of concavity is restrained such as: jHGG(:)G=HG(:)j � 1.
Under this restriction a large set of utility functions can apply: logarithmic functions or
isoelastic functions (such as: H(G) = G1��= (1� �) with � 2 [0; 1]).
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�gure 1: group fragmentation in a single country

We assume that N is normalized to unity, � (2 ]0; 1[) represents size of
group G. Special interest group k size is equal to �k (1� �) so that �k (2 ]0; 1[)
represents the size of each group k relative to population endowed with a special
interest. Group fragmentation is obviously an increasing function of the number
of special interests in the society (K).

2.3 International union and repartition of public tasks

Assume a group of I countries facing public �nance issue described in section
2.1. All K + 1 public policy dimensions are identical between countries and
each country i (i = 1; :::; I) has a population size normalized to unity. These
countries only di¤er in term of group fragmentation (represented by �i and
�ki (1� �i) when: �i +

PK
k=1 �

k
i (1� �i) = 1). Following Alesina & al. (2005),

we assume that when these countries decide to create an international union
they will produce in common a set of public goods. The decision to join the
union is considered to be perfectly exogenous.

We want our model of international union to satisfy several requirements:
�rst we only focus on the interaction between political integration and special
interest politics; second our public �nance issue must be easily introduced in
the international union framework; third, we do not allow for an extreme and
non-realistic distribution of public tasks in the union. To ful�ll these needs, We
create a model of international union based on a delegation process from each
country to a supra-national (or "union") level of decision. We impose three
assumptions:

A1 Constitutional choice: only targeted public goods are delegated to the
union level.

In order to be consistent with our �rst requirement we take an extreme stand
assuming that countries remain the only suppliers of common public needs so
that G cannot be delegated to the union-level.
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A2 Political integration: a subset D of K special interests will be delegated
to the union-level (D = 1; :::;K � 1).

International unions are usually endowed with a limited amount of public
responsibilities, therefore assuming that all targeted goods are delegated to the
union level could appear as a non-realistic distribution of public tasks. Ruta
(2003 [19]) considers only the alternative "no integration" (which means that
all public policy dimensions are in charge of national governments) versus "full
integration". Our model enables us to go beyond these dual cases. An interest-
ing feature of our model is that the number of delegated special interest (D) is
a good index political integration between countries joining the union (it could
also be interpreted as the "scope" of the union).

A3 Delegated group behaviour: once a public good is delegated, it is pro-
vided in all countries joining the union.

A public policy decision taken at the union level must be identical for all
countries. This is a traditional assumption in a model of international unions
but, when applied to special interests, it raises the issue of delegated groups�
behaviour. Indeed, A3 can only apply if identical special interests from di¤erent
countries "perfectly collude" once their interest is delegated to the union level
(see Ruta 2003 [19]). This uniformity of public policy decision at the union level
is re�ected by microeconomic foundations.

When a targeted public dimension k is delegated to the union level, A3
implies so that, in all countries joining the union, all individuals belonging to
special interest group k will be provided with the same targeted public good
~gk. Representative individual of group k from country i will therefore have the
following preferences:

W k
i = y � � +H (Gi) + F

�
~gk
�

(2�)

When this public policy dimension is not delegated and kept to the national
levels of decision representative individual preferences will be:

W k
i = y � � +H (Gi) + F

�
gki
�

(2�)

Assumptions A1 -A3 enable us to introduce our public �nance issue in what
we call a "multi-jurisdictional model". Under this framework, public policy
decision is now approached by a set of I + 1 allocation illustrated by �gure 2
below:
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�gure 2: public decision and distribution of public tasks in an
international union

Under political integration, public decision in a given country i, is now : gi =�
Gi; g

1
i ; :::; g

K�D
i

�
. At the union-level, public decision entails the determination

of allocation vector gu =
�
~gK�D+1; :::; ~gK

�
. D is exogenous in our model:

decision on which public policy to delegate is what political economists call a
"constitutional choice" and is not the subject of our study. We rather ask how
the allocation of ressources between all K+1 public policy dimension is a¤ected
by political integration.

3 Normative Benchmarks

The question raised in this section is what should be the optimal resolution
of our public �nance issue and how political integration should a¤ect public
decision.

3.1 In a single country

Assume a perfectly benevolent central planner in charge of the resolution of our
public �nance issue. Its optimization program is such as:

���������
Max
g
W soc =

KX
k=1

�k(1� �)W k
�
gk
�
+ �iW

G (G)

subject to : (3)

(4)
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Remind that public decision is the choice of allocation of "already given"
public resources (�N) among our K+1 dimensions of public policy. This choice
is summarized by �rst order conditions (hereafter FOC) of optimization program
(4). First and second lines respectively describe optimal allocation conditions
for targeted and common public policies:�

for k = 1; :::;K; �k(1� �)Fg
�
gk
�
= 1

HG (G) = 1
(5)

Traditionally, optimal allocation for a given public policy dimensions is such
that its marginal bene�t equals its marginal cost in term of private consumption
(which is identical for all public goods and equal to 1 when N is normalized to
unity). Because Fgg < 0, gk is an increasing function of �k(1��). In this paper,
we call discrimination the di¤erence of treatment between groups. From (5),
discrimination between two special interest groups 1 and 2 can be approached
by the following index:

Fg
�
g1
�

Fg (g2)

����� = �2

�1
(6)

This index represents fair allocation of resources between two interests in the
society. Considering property of function F (:) it is clear that if �1 > �2 group 1
should receive a larger fraction of public resources than group 2. The explana-
tion is as follow: when a targeted interest is provided to a larger fraction of total
population, marginal utility associated to its consumption increases (individuals
consuming this good are more willing to substitute this public consumption to
private consumption) and perfectly benevolent decision maker should allocate
a larger fraction of public resources to the production of this public good.5

( ) ( )11 1 igii gFηη −

( ) ( )22 1 igii gFηη −
k
ig

1

2
ig 1

ig

5Because public decision concerns both common and special interests these microeconomic
foundations are slightly di¤erent from what it is traditional found in the literature.
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�gure3: normative benchmark in a single country

If these groups were equally-sized, there should be no di¤erences of treatment
and the index of discrimination would simply be equal to unity. Therefore, the
only force driving allocation of public resources between our K + 1 interest in
the society should be only based on groups�share of total population. Intuitively,
public policy dimension receiving the largest share of public resources should be
common interest G.

3.2 In an international union

Assume now that assumptions A1 -A3 hold. Normative solution requires that
public decision must be concentrated to the hands of a unique and perfectly
benevolent decision maker. Timing of events will be as follow:

t1: a common
central planner
decides on the
resolution of our
public finance issue

Constitutional choices (t0):
 an international union is

created between I
countries.
 a subset D of K targeted
public goods are delegated
to the unionlevel.

What political economists name constitutional choices is not the subject of
our study and is considered to be exogenous in this paper. Our public �nance
issue takes place after such choices have been realized. Central planner decides
on our public �nance issue for all the union and centralizes common public
resources (IN�). His optimization problem will be therefore:

������������

Max
gu;gi

W soc
u =

IX
i=1

1
I

hPK
k=1 �

k
i (1� �i)W k

i (g
k
i ; ~g

k) + �iW
G
i (Gi)

i

subject to:
IX
i=1

"
K�DX
k=1

gki +Gi

#
+

KX
k=K�D+1

~gk = I (N�)

(7)

All countries have equal size (normalized to unity) so each one represents
a fraction 1=I of total population of the union. Solving optimization program
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(7) gives us optimal conditions in an international union. First and third lines
respectively refer to optimal allocation for non-delegated and delegated public
goods:

8<:
�ki (1� �i)Fg

�
gki
�
= 1

HG (Gi) = 1PI
i=1 �

k
i (1� �i)Fg

�
~gk
�
= 1

(8)

When a public good is delegated, its marginal utility is a¤ected. Because this
good is provided to all countries joining the union (A3 holds) it depends on the
number of individual consuming this good in each country i and consequently
on total number of countries joining the union (I). As we are interested on how
political integration per se a¤ects the resolution of our public �nance issue we
assume that countries joining the union are perfectly symetrical so that:

8i; k; �i = � and: �ki (1� �i) =
1� �
K

(9)

For each country i, non-special interest group represents an identical share
of total population and all K special interest groups are equally sized. When
these constraints hold, we are able to control for asymmetry so we can analyze
in�uence of political integration "other things being equal". We can now derive
the index of discrimination between a non-delegated and a delegated special
interest:

Fg
�
~gk
�

Fg
�
gki
� ����� = 1

I
< 1 (10)

Given properties of function F (:), it is clear that a delegated interest will
receive more public resources compared to a non-delegated one and this dif-
ference will be higher as the number of countries joining the union will rise.
Nevertheless it cannot be considered as an "unfair" di¤erence of treatment. In-
deed, according to A3 a delegated public good is now provided to I times more
individuals than it used to be in the single country case. Therefore common
central planner needs to allocate a larger fraction of public resources to this
public policy dimension.6

6Note that chances for a delegated interest to receive exactly I times more public spending
than a non-delegated one are limited. Condition ~gk = I gki can only be obtained under special
restrictions of the degree of concavity of function F (:).
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4 Traditional determinants of success of special
interest politics

A successful group is de�ned as a group receiving a larger fraction of public
resources that it should have according to our normative benchmark. This ob-
viously entails unfair treatment, which is impossible when our public �nance
issue is solve by a perfectly benevolent central planner. As we want to intro-
duce a more realistic decision making process, we need to consider that public
decisions are rather the outcome of a political game involving far from benevo-
lent actors: politicians. In this section, analysis is run in a single country case
which enables us to derive traditional determinants of success of special interest
politics.

4.1 Introduction of politics

In real life, elections are by far the most traditional and common political game.
Assume that two parties p and p0 are competing on a one-shot election. Non-
benevolence comes from the fact that both parties want to maximize their
change of being elected (which is consistent with Downs� (1957) hypothesis:
suppose for instance that holding o¢ ce allows them to extract some exoge-
nous rent). To "convince" voters, they propose an allocation vector (a political
platform) gp and gp0 . Resolution of our public �nance issue (the political equi-
librium) will be the allocation vector of elected party.

Unfortunately, because public decision is multi-dimensional, political equi-
librium cannot be derived through the traditional median voter theorem (Black,
1948). We rather use a probabilistic voting model (hereafter PVM) which ap-
pears particularly well suited for our needs and are commonly used in multi-
dimensional redistributions problems (see for instance Lindbeck &Weibull, 1987
[14]; Dixit & Londregan, 1996 [7]). In this section and in the following one we
adapt the model of Persson & Tabellini (2000 [17]) in order to describe changes
in microeconomic foundations induced by politics. The basic idea (which is
common to all PVM) is that individuals�choice will not only be drawn by polit-
ical platforms proposed but also by an some exogenous preferences (a "political
bias") for one of the two Downsian parties.7 Therefore in a world with politics
an individual j of group k (the same thing applies for group G) has the following
preference:

U jkfp;p0g =W
k(gfp;p0g) + �

jkDP (11)

7For instance an individual can have a preference for one of the two candidates because he
belongs to the same community, share the same religion or ideology.
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Vote behaviour is twofold. On one hand individuals are opportunistic so
they prefer a party proposing a political platform favouring their group. But
on the other hand voters have a political bias for one of the two parties (this
could be understood as a form of ideology). Dp is a "political" dummy variable
representing the winner�s party of the electoral competition (if p wins Dp = 1
otherwise Dp = �1. Therefore, if �jk > 0 voter j will have a satisfaction
based only on the fact that party p holds o¢ ce. On the contrary, negative
values for �jk describe a political bias for p0. Besides, high absolute value for
�jkreveals that vote behaviour of individual j from group k highly depends on
ideology. Following Persson & Tabellini (2000) and Grossman & Persson (2002)
we assume that the repartition of political bias within a group (F (�jk)) follows a

very simple uniform distribution law on the interval
h
�1=2�k; 1=2�k

i
(the same

thing applies for group G). This is particularly convenient because �k (�G) can
summarize vote behaviour "on average" within a group. Take for instance two
di¤erent groups 1 and 2, it is clear that if �1 > �2 group 10 voting behaviour
is "on average" more opportunistic whereas group 2 is composed by a greater
number of very ideological individuals.

)( jkF θ

1φ

12
1
φ

− 0

jkθ

2φ

12
1
φ22

1
φ

− 22
1
φ

�gure 4: distribution of political bias

4.2 Political equilibrium without collective action

Assume that parties, perfectly informed by the distribution of political bias in
each group, set their political platform in order to maximize the proportion of
individuals voting for them. Therefore party p maximization program will be:
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���������
Max
gp

�p (gp ;gp0 ) =
KX
k=1

nk (1� n)Skp (gp ;gp0 ) + nSGp (gp ;gp0 ) = ��p0

subject to : (3)
(12)

Party p payo¤ function simply states that its chance to be elected depends
solely on the number of ballot it receives. Sk(G)p represents the proportion of
voters in group k (G) willing to vote for party p once both parties have displayed
their allocation vector (see appendix 1 ). Because country population has been
normalized to unity, nk (1� n)Skp (respect. �SGp ) represents the total number
of individuals from group k (respect. G) voting for party p. As appendix 1
demonstrates, it can be easily shown that payo¤ functions of the two parties are
perfectly symmetrical so that �p0 (gp ;gp0 ) = ��p (gp ;gp0 ). Timing of events
are as follow:

t1 : p and p’
simultaneously and
noncooperatively
decide on a political
platform. t2: Elections are

held.

t3: Elected
decision maker
solves our public
finance issue.

First stage of the game obviously involves that the result of this electoral
competition will be a Nash equilibrium. Because of the symmetry of payo¤
functions political competition will drive both parties to propose an identical
allocation vector at stage 2. Therefore political equilibrium derived at stage
3 is independent on which party holds o¢ ce. Political equilibrium is therefore
described by the following FOC:

(
�k(1��)�kPK

k=1 �
k(1��)�k+��GFg

�
gk
�
= 1

HG (G) = 1
(13)

�k(1��)�k can be interpreted as the political weight of special interest group
k depending on its relative size (�k(1��)) on its average distribution of political
bias (�k). Indeed as �k takes higher values, individuals composing this group
are on average less ideological in their voting behaviour (in other words they can
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be "convinced" at lower cost by Downsian parties) so their in�uence is greater.
Indeed, in a world where public decision is taken by non-benevolent actors,
opportunistic groups are "cheaper to buy" so they are favoured by Downsian
parties. Di¤erence of treatment between two special interest groups 1 and 2
can now be written:

Fg
�
g1
�

Fg (g2)

����� = �2�2

�1�1
(14)

When we take into account politics, two equally-sized groups can now be
treated di¤erently by policy-maker. Indeed, even if �1 = �2, group 1 will be
favoured at the expense of group 2 if �1 > �2. When we control for the
distribution of political bias among group (�k = �G = ��) comparison with FOC
(5) clearly shows that distortions disappear : in this case a group�s in�uence is
perpectly cancelled out by the others.

4.3 Political equilibrium with collective action

We now allow for collective action and lobbying. Indeed, chances to be elected
for a party does not entirely depend on political platform proposed: in the real
world political rallies, TV or radio announcement in�uence voters and dramat-
ically increase the ability to attract votes (see for instance Baron (1994 [3])
and Strömberg (2004 [21])). Political advertisement is often �nanced by special
interest groups expecting to be rewarded by this contribution.8 Party p pay-
o¤ function can thus be enriched including lobbying so that its optimization
behaviour can now be written:

���������
Max
gp

�p = �

(
KX
k=1

nk (1� n)Skp + nSGp

)
+ (1� �)

(
KX
k=1

�
Ckp � Ckp0

�)
= ��p

subject to : (5)
(15)

Ckp is the amount of contribution given by group k to party p. Chances for
party p to be elected are increasing with contributions received and decreasing
with contribution given to p0. Parameter � (2 [0; 1]) describes how much parties
rely on lobby. When � = 1 collective action is not allowed and we return to the
"pure" electoral competition as it is exposed in the previous section.

8See Grossman & Helpman, 2001 [12] for an extensive study on special interest politics.
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We need now to describe more precisely collective action of lobbying. As we
can already notice on equation (15) we consider that only special interest groups
make contributions. Justi�cations can be provided by the Olsonian literature:
controlling free-riding inside group G is assumed to be too expensive so it cannot
a¤ord to run a collective action. We assume that a special interest group k choice
to contribute will depend on the following objective function:

V k = �pW
k
p +�p0W

k
p0 �

1

(1� k) �k

"�
CkA
�2
2

+

�
CkB
�2
2

#
(16)

A special interest group wants to maximize its expected utility derived from
the resolution of our public issue but has also to take into account the cost of
collective action. We introduce parameter k (2 [0; 1[) which is a �xed cost of
contribution. We assume this expenditure to be a decreasing function of the
relative size of group k among total contributors (�k): as a group represents a
larger fraction of total contributors it can a¤ord to run a collective action at
lower cost (this could be interpreted as an economy of scale e¤ect in lobbying
action).

Having de�ned both parties�and groups�behaviour, timing of the political
game is now enriched such as:

t1: p and p’
simultaneously and
noncooperatively
decide on a political
platform. t3: Elections are

held.

t4: Elected
decision maker
solves our public
finance issue.

t2: Based on political
platform special
interest groups decide
on a contribution.
schedule.

Lobbying is included in a slightly di¤erently way compared to the "pure"
lobbying games à la Grossman & Helpman (1994 [10]). Such common agency
models where groups propose a contribution schedule before parties set their
policies are very convenient by less tractable when combined with electoral com-
petition. We rather take Persson & Tabellini (2000) formulation9 where parties

9Nevertheless, our formulation di¤ers slightly from theirs: in Persson & Tabellini (2000)
lobbying is introduced through a random variable of average popularity for each party which
can be in�uenced by groups contribution.
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move �rst. Under this timing of events, lobbying is used more to reward par-
ties. At stage 2 special interest groups independently decide on a contribution
schedule maximizing (16) which gives us:

Ckp = (1� �)
�
1� k

�
�k
�
W k
p �W k

p0
�
= �Ckp0 (17)

Group k will give a contribution to party p if and only if W k
p � W k

p0 >
0 (contributions cannot be negative), otherwise this group will lobby for p0.
There will be no contributions at all from group k when collective action is too
expensive (k ! 1) or from any group if lobby is not allowed � = 1. This
lobbying behaviour is taken into account by Downsian parties at stage 1 when
they set their political platform (we include (17) in (15): therefore changing
timing of events do not alter the incentive function of contributions). Under this
new political equilibrium, allocation of public resources for a targeted policy is
now:

�
h
�k(1� �)�k

i
+ (1� �)2

��
1� k

�
�k
�

�
hP

k �
k(1� �)�k + ��G

i
+ (1� �)2

hPK
k=1 (1� k) �k

iFg �gk� = 1 (18)

A special interest group� political weight now also depends on parameter
k, which has to be taken into account when we study di¤erence of treatment
between two groups. Assuming that �! 0, enables us to focus on discrimination
only based on their ability to run a collective action.

Fg
�
g1
�

Fg (g2)

����� = �2(1� 2)
�1(1� 1) (19)

More precisely, this index is a measure of the relative cost of contribution
between two groups. It is clear that unfair treatment could arise: if
1 < 2 group 1 would be able to run a collective action at lower cost than

group 2 and would be favoured by Downsian parties.10

10When collective action is allowed normative analysis is less clear-cut compared to the pure
electoral competition case. Indeed assuming that �xed cost of collective action is identical
among all special interest groups (8k; k = �) does not reduces all forms of distortion in the
resolution of our public �nance issue. The explanation comes from the fact that non-special
interest group G does not contribute.
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4.4 Summary on the traditional determinants of success

Sub-optimality in the resolution of our public �nance issue is explained by the
introduction of non-benevolent decision making. Indeed, some groups are now
able to attract a larger fraction of common resources than they �should�receive
at the expense of others. Politics introduces a competition between these di¤er-
ent interests in the society. Exogenous features such as a group electoral appeal
(�) and its ability to run a collective action () will be rewarded by Downsian
parties. These basic characteristics distinguishing groups are considered in our
study as the traditional determinants of special interest politics.

5 International union and politics

We now introduce our public �nance issue in an international union environ-
ment. Contrary to the normative benchmark case, we consider a "realistic"
decision making process introducing politics.

5.1 International union and politics: a few assumptions

Assume that A1-A3 hold. We depart from the normative benchmark and the
central planner solution considering that public decision is no longer concen-
trated to the hands of a single decision maker. As �gure 2 displays, public
decision in an international union entails two levels of decision and involves
I + 1 actors (or jurisdictions). This requires setting a few more assumptions in
order to describe how international union and politics co-exist.

A4 Multi-jurisdictional political game: public decision in an international
union entails the resolution of I + 1 political games. They are perfectly
identical and take place simultaneously.

On each jurisdiction, two Downsian parties compete and propose an allo-
cation vector. We apply political process exposed in the previous section in
all I + 1 jurisdictions. Assuming identical political games enables us to hold
other things constant when we compare the international union with the single
country case (remind that our aim is to "isolate" the pure e¤ect of political
integration on the resolution of our public �nance issue).
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�gure 5: a multi-jurisdictional political game

In the single country case, we assumed all individuals to be voters. In our
multi-jurisdictional political game, it is not realistic to assume that voters par-
ticipate in all I + 1 elections. We thus need a realistic rule describing the
"distribution" of voters among the di¤erent electoral competitions. We want
this rule to be as simple and realistic as possible:

A5 Repartition of voters among political games: an individual partici-
pate in the political game that "takes care of his interest", this entails:

1. individual from country i will participate in country i political game but
will not vote for others I � 1 political games.

2. only members of a group whose special interest has been delegated partici-
pate in the union-level political game.

Assumption A5-1 is quite obvious and realistic. A "soft" version of A5-
2 would be to consider that delegated groups care more about the union-level
electoral competition that non-delegated ones but it would complicate derivation
of our political equilibrium without changing the results.

5.2 Political equilibrium

Because of the multi-jurisdictional nature of public decision we need to distin-
guish parties�payo¤ functions according to which level of decision is considered.
Besides public ressources cannot be centralized as in the normative benchmark
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case. Following A5-1 Downsian party from country i will have the following
optimization behavior:

������������

Max
gip

�ip =
KX
k=1

nki (1� ni)Skip + niSGip = ��ip0

subject to:
K�DX
k=1

gki +Gi = N�

(20)

At the union level, Downsian parties will maximize the proportion of votes
they can receive. Following assumption A5-2, their optimization behaviour can
be described as:

������������

Max
gup

�up =
KX

k=K�D+1

IX
i=1

~nki S
k
up = ��up0

subject to:
KX

k=K�D+1
~gk = I (N�)

(21)

Parameter ~�ki (with k = K �D + 1; :::;K) describes the relative size of del-
egated group k from country i. Following A3, identical special interests from
di¤erent countries perfectly collude so that ~�k represent the proportion of indi-
viduals consuming ~gk among all voters at the union-level. Figure 6 illustrates
group fragmentation at the union level, which depends both on the number of
countries joining the union (I) and on the degree of political integration (D):
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�gure 6: group fragmentation at the union level
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When A1-A5 holds, timing of events is now:

t1 : p and p’
simultaneously and non
cooperatively decide on
a political platform on
each political game (A4
applies).

t2: elections are held
simultaneously.

t3: decision maker on
each jurisdiction
simultaneously and non
cooperatively decide on
the repartition of
common public
resources.

Constitutional choices
(t0):  an international
union is created
between I countries
 a subset D of K
targeted public goods
are delegated to the
unionlevel.

At time 3, each I + 1 decision maker has a "public policy stance" which
is determined in time 1 by electoral competition. This multi-jurisdictional po-
litical game is simpli�ed by the fact that electoral competition taking place in
all jurisdictions drives Downsian parties to propose identical allocation vectors.
Therefore decision maker policy stance at a national or at the union level is per-
fectly idenpendent on which party wins. Public decision is therefore the solution
of a Nash equilibrium involving I + 1 players. First order conditions represent
each policy maker reaction function at time 3 :8>><>>:

for k = 1; :::K �D; �ki (1��i)�
kPK

k=1 �
k
i (1��i)�k+�i�G

Fg
�
gki
�
= 1

HG (Gi) = 1

for k = K �D + 1; :::K; ~�k�kPI
i=1

PK
k=K�D+1 ~�

k
i �

kFg
�
~gk
�
= 1

I

(22)

Comparing with equation (8), it is clear that this political equilibrium cannot
reach optimality even if 8k;�k = �G = ��. We therefore have to conclude that
the constitution of a political union per se is a source of distortion. To determine
the causes of this sub-optimality we �rst control for the "traditional" source of
distortion and assume that countries joining the union are perfectly symmetrical
(so that restriction (9) applies).11 Equilibrium allocations for targeted public
policies in an international union now become:

11Under these restrictions, ~�ki = 1=ID so that: ~�k = 1=D
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K Fg

�
gki
�
= 1
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DFg

�
~gk
�
= 1

(23)

Discrimination analysis between a delegated and a non-delegated interest
becomes straightforward:

Fg
�
~gk
�

Fg
�
gki
� ����� = D (1� �)

K

1

I
(24)

Obviously introduction of politics leads to an unfair di¤erence of treatment
between a delegated and a non-delegated group. We illustrate this �rst source of
sub-optimality on the left box of �gure 7, which displays a simple comparative
static analysis between political equilibrium obtain in this section and normative
requirements derived in section 3. We illustrate the single country case (i.e
when D = 0), where (under our restriction) there should be no di¤erences of
treatment between two special interest groups. Comparison with (10) tells us
that the constitution of an international union is a source of distortion (sub-
optimality is represented by the hatched area).12 Sub-optimality reaches its
peak at �rst stage of political integration (i.e D = 1) and decreases afterwards.

We investigate a second source of sub-optimality analyzing the amount of
public resources allocated to a common interest in a country both in a single
country case and under international union. We derive this amount both in the
normative benchmark case and according to the political equilibrium described
by (22) (these amount are respectively G� and G(D) and are equal in each
countries because of restriction (9) applies). Once again we run a basic compar-
ative static analysis where hatched area on the right box of �gure 7 measures
�(D) = jG� �G(D)j. It is clear that a similar patter appears: �rst stage of
political integration is highly sub-optimal whereas distortions are reduced as
more public tasks are delegated to the international union.

12Note that it is always true because condition for optimality would require 1 � � = K
which is clearly impossible because � 6= 0 and K is an integer.
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�gure 7: normative analysis

Political integration per se is therefore a source of distortion: delegated
groups are too much favored both at the expense of non-delegated special in-
terest and common interest in the society. An increasing degree of political
integration (in other words: a greater scope for the international union) can be
interpreted as a "second best".

5.3 Political equilibrium with collective action

The extended political process presented in section 4.3 is now introduced in our
multi-jurisdictional political game. Pay-o¤ functions and political equilibrium
are exposed in appendix 3. A1-A5 apply but we need to add a last assumption
related to lobbying behaviour under political integration:

A5bis Lobbying behavior under political integration: delegated groups
give contribution only to Downsians party at the union-level.

Once again this hypothesis on group behavior is based on the basic principle
that individuals will be more willing to participate in a political game that takes
care of their interest. Under this setting, timing of events is now:
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t2: based on political
platform special
interest groups decide
on a contribution
schedule.

Constitutional choices
(t0):  an international
union is created
between I countries
 a subset D of K
targeted public goods
are delegated to the
unionlevel.

t1 : p and p’
simultaneously and non
cooperatively decide on
a political platform on
each political game (A4
applies).

t3: elections are held
simultaneously.

t3: decision maker on each
jurisdiction simultaneously
and noncooperatively decide
on the repartition of common
public resources.

Assume that � ! 0 and that condition (9) applies. Assume also that all
groups have the same ability to run a collective action so that 8k; k = �.
Under these restrictions, the discrimination index between delegated and non
delegated groups will be:

Fg
�
~gk
�

Fg
�
gki
� ����� = D

K �D 6= 1 (25)

As we have mentioned in sub-section 4.3 this index must be read as a mea-
sure of relative cost of collective action. In the single country case, and under
our restrictions, this index should be equal to unity (see equation 19 ). It is
clear, as �gure 8 illustrates, that both the creation of an international union
and increasing political integration will largely a¤ect this measure. Particularly,
�rst stages of political integration dramatically reduce the cost of lobbying for
a delegated group and makes them better o¤.
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Figure 8: international union and the ability to run a collective action

5.4 International union and politics: explanation

The main conclusion of this section is that the creation of an international
union per se has an e¤ect on special interest success. This is true even when
we control for traditional determinants of success (i.e. when restrictions such
as 8k;�k = �G = �� and: 8k; k = � apply). As we have seen in the previous
section, non-benevolence induces a competition between groups in order to gain
favor from non-benevolent policy-maker. In our multi-jurisdictional political
game, the major consequence of political integration is to change the �rules"
of this competition. The basic explanation comes from the dispersion of public
tasks among the di¤erent levels of decision and the distribution of groups be-
tween di¤erent political games. The underlying mechanism is described by the
conditionality of group fragmentation.

Considering �rst a pure electoral competition where groups� success relies
only on their electoral appeal. At the national levels Downsian parties are re-
quired to seek the support of all K + 1 groups (indeed even delegated group
vote because they are provided with common public good G), whereas at the
union level Downsian parties only "chase" delegated groups. This distribution
of interests between di¤erent levels of decision explains why group do not have
the same ability to be favored by Downsian parties in an electoral game. Group
fragmentation is a good measure of the intensity the competition taking place
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between groups. Particularly at �rst stages of political integration, group frag-
mentation is much higher at national levels compared to the union level so that
delegated groups can more easily receive favors from Downsian parties.

The creation of an international union has also a major in�uence of the
ability of a group to run a collective action. Cost associated to lobbying action
for a group depends on a �xed element but also on its size relative to total
contributors on a political game. When group fragmentation is low at the union
level, each delegated group represents a larger fraction of total contributors and
can thus run a collective action at lower cost. This prior advantage decreases as
more groups (and therefore more competitors) are participating to this supra-
national political game.
Consequently, our purpose to build a multi-jurisdictional model of political

integration is justi�ed. Failing to take into account dispersion of public decision
in an international union could underestimate the ability of some groups to
take advantage of the non-benevolence of policy making (particularly it limits
the analysis to traditional determinants). The creation of an international union
and the degree of political integration (D) can be viewed as major determinants
of success of special interest politics.

6 Extensions

Thanks to assumptions A1 through A5 we have been able to build a multi-
jurisdictional model of international union. We have shown that delegated spe-
cial interest could largely be favored by political integration. Dropping some of
these assumptions can now be useful both to test for the robustness of the model
and to address more speci�c issues such as group behaviour in an international
union or the formation of public policies in a supra-national environment.

6.1 International Fragmentation

Assumption A3 guarantees that public decision taken at the union level is im-
posed uniformly in all member countries. As we have mentioned before, this
assumption is induced by a speci�c behaviour of special interest groups. Because
all K + 1 public policy dimensions are perfectly identical among all I countries
we basically assumed that identical groups form di¤erent country will perfectly
collude at the union level. Nevertheless, as Ruta (2003 [19]) points out, many
factors can prevent them to create such an homogeneous group. In our study, we
call "international fragmentation" the extreme situation where identical groups
from di¤erent countries do not collude at all and have a con�icting interest.

Under international fragmentation, Assumption A3 no longer applies so that
identical groups from di¤erent countries will be provided with a di¤erent tar-
geted public good. This clearly a¤ect public decision at the union level which
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is now: ĝu =
�
~gK�D+1i ; :::; ~gKi

�
. International fragmentation will change mi-

croeconomic foundations so that representative individual of delegated group k
from country i will have the following preferences:

W k
i = y � � +H (Gi) + F

�
~gki
�

(2ter)

Political game exposed in section 5.2 still applies: I+1 electoral competitions
take place simultaneously in each jurisdiction and we do not allow for collective
action. Optimization behaviors at the national levels do not change and are still
described by (19). On the contrary, public policy stance at the union level has
to take into account international fragmentation so that electoral competition
between each Downsian parties will be based on the following optimization
behaviour: ������������

Max
ĝup

�up =
KX

k=K�D+1

IX
i=1

~nki S
k
up = ��up0

subject to :
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i=1

"
KX

k=K�D+1
~gki

#
= I (N�)

(26)

At time 3, reaction function of decision maker at the union-level will be:

~�ki �
kPI

i=1

PK
k=K�D+1 ~�
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k
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�
~gki
�
=
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I
(27)

When condition (9) applies and if we control for traditional source of dis-
tortion, index of discrimination between a delegated and non-delegated special
interest will be:

Fg
�
~gki
�

Fg
�
gki
� ����� = D (1� �)

K
(28)

A misleading analysis would be to compare this index with the one derived
by the normative solution in section 3.2 (see equation 10 ). Indeed, when A3
does not hold, normative solution is also a¤ected so that our normative analy-
sis must take into account international fragmentation.13 Under this setting,

13Max
gu;gi
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a fair index of discrimination would be equal to unity. As Figure 9 illustrates
discrimination should not be changed by political integration. Indeed, inter-
national fragmentation makes that a delegated public good is not provided to
a larger number of individuals (as it is when A3 holds). Nevertheless, sub-
optimality described by the hatched area perfectly follows the pattern exposed
in section 5.2.14
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�gure 9: normative analysis under international fragmentation

Therefore, considering alternative group behaviour does not a¤ect our re-
sults: international union by itself creates sub-optimality and higher degrees of
political integration can be viewed as a second best.

6.2 International Bargaining

The resolution of our public �nance issue at time 3 is based on a Nash equi-
librium between I + 1 decision makers. Assumption A4 assures that political
process deciding on each public policy stance is identical both at national and
the union-levels. Election are by far the most common political game at the
national level but can appear less relevant when applied to the union level. In-
deed, the formation of supra-national public policies relies more on a committee
game composed of national representatives (such as in the EU council).

International bargaining may be understood as a direct consequence of inter-
national fragmentation: national representatives in the council tend to defend
interests of "their" domestic groups. We thus derive our political equilibrium

14Although it is not exposed in this paper, the second source of sub-optimality coming from
the penalization of common interest follows a similar patter to right box of �gure 7.
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when A3 does not hold and modify A4 in order to take into account the par-
ticularity public policy decision at the union level. We therefore assume that
political games still take place simultaneously on each jurisdiction but they are
considered di¤erent between the national and the union levels.15 At the na-
tional level, decision maker policy stance remains determined by a traditional
game of electoral competition (we do not allow for collective action). Whereas
at the union level, we assume that a committee game takes place. We only
consider �rst stage of political integration in this sub-section (so that: D = 1),
this enable us to apply a traditional model of legislative bargaining in a style of
Baron & Ferejohn (1989 [3]) and Helpman & Persson (1998 [13]).

Timing of this committee game is as follow: 0) a country i (= a) is exoge-
nously chosen to be an "agenda setter" and makes a proposal to other members
of the committee; i) agenda setter country proposes an allocation vector ĝua;
ii) representative countries vote on the proposal; iii) a public policy stance is
adopted at the union level. At time ii, agenda setter country�s proposal will
become the policy stance of the union government only if a majority of coun-
tries vote in favour of ĝua. If it is rejected, a "statu quo" solution (�gu) will be
applied.

Bargaining arises because each national representative choice (as voter or
agenda setter) is made in order to gain favor for "its" domestic interest group
(each country defends only one group becauseD = 1) so that 8i; �i =W k

i (ĝua; �gu)
with k = 1. Agenda setter selects an allocation vector ĝua considering the fol-
lowing optimization behaviour:

����������
Max
ĝua

�̂a =W
k
a

subject to : �̂i(ĝua) � �̂i(�gu) (for i 2M)

subject to :
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#
= I (N�)

(29)

Country a sets an allocation vector so as to maximize utility of "its" dele-
gated group. In order to make this proposal accepted by the committee, ĝua
must satisfy an incentive compatibility constraint for a majority of countries (M
is a sub-set of I so that M � I�1

2 ). FOC representing the equilibrium amount
of public ressources allocated to group k (= 1) from country a is:

Fg
�
~gka
�
=
1

I

1

1�	 with: 	 =
1

I

(I�1)=2X
i=1

1

Fg
�
�gki
� (30)

15Considering sequential rather than simultaneous games would implicitly introduce a rule
a public �nance between the national and the union level of decision which is not the topic of
our paper.
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Agenda setter country proposes an incentive scheme for all other groups in
the committee maximizing its domestic interest. Only countries whose group are
"cheapest" to buy will be part of the majority (i.e groups with the lowest default
pay-o¤ �gki ). 	 can be understood as the cost of establishing a majority for the
agenda setter. Because incentive constraint is binding, groups in the majority
can only obtain for their group the statu quo solution so that Fg

�
~gki
�
= Fg

�
�gki
�

(for i 2M). For all other groups ( i =2M), Fg
�
~gki
�
= 0. Such a large disparity

of treatment between groups is a traditional result of committes political games.

6.3 Summary on extensions

Prior advantage of delegated groups exposed in section 5 does not come from
collusions between special interests at the union level. When we take an extreme
stand by dropping assumption A3 sub-optimality still occurs. Considering an
alternative decision-making process at the union-level reinforce our statement
and introduces disparities among delegated groups.16

When sections 5 and 6 are taken together, we are endowed with two major
alternatives. First an alternative concerning delegated groups behaviour: we
have considered either absence or perfect international fragmentation. Second
an alternative concerning the political process at the union level: it can be
either a perfect electoral competition or a simple committee game. Obviously,
reality lies between these polar cases. Incentives to collude between two identical
delegated special interests at the union level depend on many factors (such as
asymmetries between countries or public policy considered). Besides political
game at the union level can be based both on electoral competition and supra-
national committees (in the European Union where Parliament and EU council
are both major actors in the formation of public policies). The major advantage
of our model is to provide a uni�ed framework able to display a global aoproach
on these issues.

7 Concluding remarks

The main statement of this paper is that political integration per se is a major
determinant of success of special interest politics. Delegation a¤ects the rules
by which groups obtain favors from non-benevolent decision makers. Delegated
groups are particularly better-o¤ at �rst stage of political integration. Our
model allows us to consider di¤erent degrees of political integration between
countries. Under this framework, increasing political integration can be used in
order to reduce the prior advantage of delegated groups.

16Much work remains to be done on how special interest success can be determined under
a political game of committee (see Felgehauer & Grüner, 2003 [9])
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Much work remains to be done on the analysis of special interest politics in
an international union. We have focused our analysis on di¤erences of treatment
between delegated and non-delegated interests, but political integration is also
likely to change the repartition of public ressources between delegated groups as
well (we promptly addressed this question in the very last sub-section). Besides
it would be interesting to run an analysis on optimal public �nance rules under
this setting.

More importantly, we have attempted in this paper to show evidences that
not taking into account dispersion of public decision in an international union
can be misleading. We believe that our multi-jurisdictional view could be ap-
plied to other public �nance issues raised by political integration.
Although we did not directly address this issue, the question of which pub-

lic policy to delegate to the union-level can be adressed. Our results clearly
state that the delegation of special interests (Assumption A1 ) is a "bad" con-
stitutional choice. This conclusion is consistent with recent normative analysis,
derived from the traditional theory of �scal federalism: delegation to the union-
level should only concern global interest involving large economies of scale.
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Appendix 1: symmetry of payo¤ functions

Downsian parties p and p0 tset their political platform gp and gp0 so as to ry
to maximize the number of vote they can receive. In each group k (the same
thing) for a particular set of allocation vectors for instance f�gp; �gp0g proposed
by the two parties at stage 1 there will always be an individual endowed with

policital bias ��
k
indi¤erent between the two parties:

��
k
(�gp; �gp0) =

W k
p (�gp)�W k

p0(�gp0)

2
) U jka (�gp) � U

jk
b (�gp0)

For these particular political platforms proposed, every individual frol group

k endowed with a political biais greater (lower) than ��
k
(�gp; �gp0 will vote for party

p (respectively p0). Given the distribution of political biais, Skp (the proportion
of voters in group k willing to vote for p) can be illustrated by the �gure below:
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0 kφ2
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When p and p0 respectively propose fĝp; ĝp0g proportion of voters in group
k willing to vote these parties can be written:

Skp = �k
�
1

2�k
� �̂

k
(ĝp; ĝp0)

�
= �k

"
1

2�k
�
W k
p (ĝp)�W k

p0(ĝp0)

2

#

Skp0 = �k
�
�̂
k
(ĝp; ĝp0) +

1

2�k

�
= �k

"
W k
p (ĝp)�W k

p0(ĝp0)

2
+

1

2�k

#

It is therefore obvious that: 8k; Skp = � Skp0 and because the same thing
applies for group G, SGp = � SGp0 . Given payo¤ functions described by (12) we
obtain �p = ��p. Downsian parties payo¤ function are perfectly symmetrical,
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besides p and p0 face the same budget constraint (3) so the outcome of their
optimization behavoir will be identical and parties will end up proposing the
same political platform.

Appendix 2: determination of the amount of public ressources allo-
cated to common interest (G)

Normative Benchmark (G�) Optimal allocation of public spendings are
described by FOC (9) if we control for asymetry normative solutions can now
be written such as:

8<:
1��
K Fg

�
gk
�
= 1

HG (G) = 1

I 1��K Fg
�
~gk
�
= 1

Because all groups have the same size, 8i; gki = gk and Gi = G. Under these
restriction, budget constraint (4) is now :

IN� = I (K �D) gk + IG+D~gk

Without loss of generality assume that H and F are isoelastic functions so
that F (g) = g1��

1�� and H(G) = G1��

1�� . The optimal fraction of public ressources
allocated to common interest is identical for each country i an is equal to:

G� =
IN�

I (K �D)
�
1��
K

�1=�
+ I +D

�
I 1��K

�1=� (A.1)

Political equilibrium (Gd) Allocation of public spendings in the union are
described by FOC (21). Iif we control for asymetry political equlibrium can now
be written:

8<:
1��
K Fg

�
gk
�
= 1

HG (G) = 1
I
DFg

�
~gk
�
= 1

Using the simpli�ed budget constraint, the fraction of public ressources al-
located to common interest is :
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Gd =
IN�

I (K �D)
�
1��
K

�1=�
+ I +D

�
I
D

�1=�

Appendix 3: international union and collective action

When A1-A5(bis) apply Downsian parties optimization behavior at the national
level will be

���������
Max
ĝip

�ip = �

(
KX
k=1

nki (1� ni)Skip + niSGip

)
+ (1� �)

(
K�DX
k=1

�
Ckip � Ckip0

�)
= ��ip0

subject to : (3)

Because A5bis applies national Downsian parties cannot be lobbies by del-
egated groups so the total amount of contributions party p can receive is:PK�D

k Ckip. At the union level decision maker behavior is such as :

������������
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ĝup

�up = �

(
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"
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#
= I (N�)

Following A5bis, objective function of a non-delegated group from country
i will be:

V ki = �ipW
k
ip +�ip0W

k
ip0 �

1

(1� k) �k=1;::;K�Di

"�
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�2

2
+

�
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�2
2

#

In country i, �k=1;::;K�Di represents the relative size of group k among amont
all non-delegated groups (

PK�D
k=1 �k=1;::;K�Di = 1).
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Objective function of a delegated group is:

V ku = �upW
k
up +�up0W

k
up0 �
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�2

2
+

�
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�2
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Given parties�payo¤ function and special interest groups�objective fonctions
political equilibrim is derived under the timing presented in section 5.3 :
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